Ricardo Bayon and Michael
Jenkins's Opinion article oversimplifies the role of business in addressing environmental issues (Nature 466, 184-185; 2010) .
Biodiversity interacts with essential and interdependent planetary processes, such as climate change and nitrogen cycles, which are already approaching threshold limits (Nature 461, 472-475; 2009 Within a few months, the video had been watched more than 1.5 million times. I could teach 1,000 students a year for 15 centuries before I would reach that many people. I doubt that I could get even 15 people to view a straightforward video demonstrating the wave-particle duality that underlies quantum physics. But, by tying the facts to a major motion picture, people who came for the fiction stayed for the science.
Fans of fantastic fiction are excited by cool ideas, especially if they turn out to be true. The Exchange programme helps to feed that excitement, providing an opportunity to connect scientists to people they would not normally reach.
This spring, more than 14 million people (many of The economic valuation of ecosystem services overrides local rules of governance and does not address power inequities or poverty. Elite groups tend to be the main beneficiaries of such schemes, which can exacerbate inequities in countries such as Madagascar (M. Sommerville et al. Ecol. Econ. 69, 1262 -1271 2010) . Indigenous peoples in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere continue to fight for land rights and for consultation on the development of natural resources.
Bayon is co-founder of a firm that sells biodiversity offsets and other commercial products. The role of such intermediaries is rarely studied, but is crucial because they determine which ecosystem services are to be traded and influence pricing and social acceptance.
A wholesale redesign of the global economic system is not hard to imagine, as Bayon and Jenkins suggest. It is precisely what is required. It featured a scene in which a group of physics and astronomy PhDs sets up a powerful laser on the roof of their apartment to bounce a signal from the reflectors placed on the Moon by the Apollo astronauts. The group is jubilant about the trace on an oscilloscope screen because it relays evidence of man-made objects on the Moon, "put there by a member of a species that only 60 years before had just invented the airplane".
Gail Whiteman
Such examples are a testament to the value of the Science and Entertainment Exchange's efforts to promote science awareness.
